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1. At its seventh session the Statistical Commission discussed the subject of 

external trade statistics on the basis of a report made, in consultation with the 

Secretary-General, by the expert group on definitions for external trade 

statistics. The Commission passed the following resolution: 

!.I 

"'Ihe Statistical Commission 

Taking note of the report made by the expert group on definitions for 
external trade statistics in consultation with the Secretary-General 

Requests the Secretary-General: 

To draw the attention of Member States to the conclusions reached by 
the expert group and to the decisions of the Statistical Commission 
thereon, 

To consult with Member States as to their ability progressively to 
adapt their external trade statistics to the methods and concepts approved 
by the Commission, whether by means of periodic cor,1pilations supplementary 
to their existing compilations or otherwise, 

Recorr@ends that the Economic and Social Council acopt the following 
resolution: 1./ 
'I'he Economic and Social Council 

Taking note of the work done by the Statistical Conwission at its 
fifth, sixth and seventh sessions, and of the conwents received from 

'Ihis resolution has been adopted by the EconoL1ic and Social Council and has 
become resolution LJ-69 B (XV) of the Economic and Social Council. 
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g•vernments and specialized agencies, on the subject of definitions 
and methods for external trade statistics; 

Taking note that the use of the principle of the 'transaction value' 
as defined in the report of the seventh session of the Statistical 
Corrmission, would substantially improve the- accuracy, usefulness and 
comparability of external trade statistics for international purposes; 

Recommends that the Governments of Member States wherever possible, 
follow this principle 

(a) By using 'transaction values' in the compilation of 
their national statistics of external trade or, 

(b) Where national practices are based on f.o.b. valuations 
of imports or other valuations, by endeavouring to provide 
supplementary statistical data based on this principle." 

2. The Secretary-General has circulated the Corrmission's conclusions together 

with the recommendations of the expert group to all Member States and, in 

conformity with the Commission's reguest that the Secretariat should consult 

with Member States, the recommendations of the Commission and the visws of the 

expert group >vere also submitted to the Third Regional }.[eeting of .Guro:r;"an 

Statisticians which toolc place in Geneva in June 1953. 'I'he report of ttat 

meeting (Doc. li:/CN.3/Conf.3/l) is available for the Cor;;:mission's consilleration. 

3. The present paper is a summary of the main conclusions which rem.1lt from the 

consultations between Memb~r States and the Secretary-General on the ability of 

Member States progressively to adapt their external trade statistics to the methods 

and concepts approved by the Commission. The par;er thus incorporates tt:e :c;:ain 

conclusions of the European Statisticians; the princir;al official co;r;,ents of 

governments which had been received by 6 January 1954 and the yrincipal results 

of informal correspondence and discussion. 'I'he order in ·Hhich topics are treated 

below is essentially that in which they are discussed in the report of the 

seventh session of the Commission, viz: (l) Coverage, general considerations; 

(2) the Outward Flow of Iierchandise; (3) the Inward Flo>v of I1erchandise; 

( 4) Valuation; (5) Analysis of Trade by Countries. sumary has been uade at 

the end of the paper of watterB on vThich the Com:1j_ssicm ;ay wish to talce further 

action. 
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4. Coverage, general considerations. 'There appears to be agreement that the 

movements to be recorded should be those between the territory of the country 

compiling the statistics and other territories, and that the broad criterion to 

be used is that all goods should be regarded as merchandise, for inclusion in 

the trade statistics, if the movement of the goods into or out of the country 

adds to, or subtracts from, the resources of the country. The ~uropean 

Statisticians endorsed this view and a number of governments have indicated that 

they intend to initiate measures to give effect to this principle. 

5. The Commission requested the Secretary-General to consult with countries 

about the statistical treatment of: (1) deliveries of bunkers and stores to 

foreign ships and aircraft; (2) landings of fish and salvage fro.-; foreign fishing 

or salvaging vessels; (3) international transact~_ons in sh~_ps and aircraft. In 

paragraph 16 of its report the expert group reco,,_!Jr,ended that tt.ese categories 'oe 

excluded from the main body of merchandise trade statistics but, vrhere ir,J:;::ortant, 

be made the subject of separate tabulations. Several countries ·Hi th large trade 

in these categories have questioned the wisdom of Ofrlitting the·' fro1 lTerchandise 

trade statistics, pointing out that where these categories are important they '\-Jill} 

for many economic purposes, have to be included in the aggregates. If the resultinG 

aggregates require to be analysed by countries of origin or destination, the 

inconvenience of having to worl\: fron separate tabulations of the co;,rponents right 

be severe. 

6. It bas further been pointed out that, particularly because coal and oil are 30 

often stored in customs warehou~s before being loaded into bunkers, the supply of 

goods to foreign ships or aircraft may be part of any one of the following 

categories of outward moving goods: 

re-exports from customs storage warehouse 

exports of domestic produce 

exports of nationalize~ goods 

In addition national vessels may be supplied from customs storage thus giving rise 

to an entry l?x-warehouse for domestic consuw.ption. There are :·r1arked o.dvo.ntages 

in taving each of these different movements, where idportant, included in its 

pror;er cutcgory of the merchandise trade statistics. 
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7. In suggesting special statistical treatment for imports of fish landed from 

foreign fishing vessels, the expert group had in mind the difficulty of obtaining 

the corresponding export figures. Countries with large fishing fleets have, 

however, indicated that statistics of landings abroad from their vessels are 

readily available, though not in the custom records. 

8. The expert group pointed out that international transfers of ownership of 

ships (including inland waterways vessels) and aircraft which take place outside 

of the country of the seller or buyer escape customs control. As a result of 

consultation with Member States, it appears that national registers of ships and 

aircraft are usually a reliable source of "import" and "export" data and would 

permit the inclusion of these categories in merchandise trade statistics. 'I'he 

classification by origin or destination of second-hand ships imported or exported 

is discussed in paragraph 21 below. 

9. The question raised by the expert group about the treatment of goods consigned 

by a govermnent to its official agencies abroad (e.g., armed forces, diplomatic 

representatives) has aroused considerable interest (experts' report paragraph 10). 

The larger part of the supplies of an agency of a country A in another country B 

is made up of: 

(i) supplies despatched from A by the government of A, and 

(ii) supplies originating in B. 

It appears to be agreed that neither category (i) nor category (ii) could, even 

if it were.desirable to do so, be included either as an import or an export in the 

statistics of either A or B. Since, therefore, its more important part cannot be 

covered, there is no point in trying to cover statistically the operation of 

supplying h's official agencies in B. The European Statisticians, however, have 

recommended the inclusion in the import statistics of B of shipments by third 

country, C, to the agencies of A ·in B. This is not only because of the 

importance of the figures per se in present circumstances, but also in order that 

tte export figure inC's statistics shall be balanced by an appropriate import 

figure in the statistics of another country. It has siElilarly been pointed out 

that the statistical treatment of shipments by private firms or persons in A to 

official agencies of A in B should be the subject of recommendations so that such 

shipments shall not appear as exports of A without there being a balancing import 

into B or vice versa. 
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10. The suggestion has been made that the Commission might wish to assist in 

reducing statistical inconsistencies of the kinds just discussed by recommending 

that governments having official agencies in foreign countries co-operate with the 

statistical authorities in those countries in agreeing and carrying out consistent 

procedures. 

ll. The outward flow of merchandise. It will be remembered that the expert 

group distinguished the following categories of merchandise in the beading 

"merchandise moving outward": 

(a) Withdrawn from customs storage warehouse: For re-export. 

(b) Withdrawn from customs manufacturing warehouse: For export. 

(c) Exports of national goods: 

(l) Domestic produce; 

(2) Foreign goods re-exported after admission specifically for 

transformation other than in customs rnanufacturing warehouse. 

(d) Exports of nationalized goods: Foreign goods imported "for 

consumption" and re-exported without transformatlou. 

The Commission was of the view that international comparability would be greatly 

improved if all countries would find it possible to compile figures for the 

aggregate outward flow of merchandise with details at the level of the 150 groups 

of the Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) analysed by countries. 

There appears to be general agreement that this is possible. Some countries on 

the special trade system will need to change from the national swmnary 

classification currently used as a basis of the cornmodity analysis of re-exports 

from customs storage or manufacturing warehouse to a classification based on the 

SITC bvt, whenever these re-exports are important, governments have expressed 

willingness to do this. 

12. The Corr®ission further considered that it was important that re-exports 

(items (a) and (d) of the list above) be distinguished in the same detail as the 

other aggregates. .)llectively at the meeting of European Statisticians and 

individually gove:cmnents have pointed out the difficulties which would be 

encountered in son~e countries in separating re-exports of nationalized goods from 

exports. On the other hand, it has been remarked that there is a real conceptual 
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difference between the export of goods which are produced or transformed in a 

country and the re-export (without transformation) of imported goods. The 

re-export trade of a country T depends largely on the extent to which merchants 

all over the world send their goods toT for storage pending their resale abroad. 

Such transitory phenomena as lack of ewpty ships or congestion at the ports of T 

or water-levels unfavourable to navigation in T's canals can suddenly reduce the 

magnitude of T's re-exports by causing merchants temporarily to seek storage 

elsewhere for goods normally stored in T; the other way about, similar temporary 

disturbances outside T could suddenly increase the magnitude ofT's re-exports. 

Since exports, on the contrary, consist of those outward moving goods which have 

received a significant main~~euvre in the country, their fluctuations are likely 

to have a deer;er meaning than the fluctuations of re-exports. Those who hold this 

view consider it worth taking a good deal of trouble to serarate re-exports and 

exports as cleanly as possible. Certain countries currently using the sr;ecial 

trade system have already offered to undertake ex~eriments in the se3regation of 

nationalized re-exports from exports; the Commission may wish to ask the 

Secretary-General to further these efforts. 

13. The inward flow of merchandise. The expert group distinguished tr,e follm·Jing 

categories in merchandise moving inward: 

(a) Entered directly: 

(l) For consumption; 

(2) For transformation. 

(b) Entered into customs storage >varehouse . 

(c) Entered into customs manufacturing warehouse . 

The Commission cons ide red that international comparability vJOuld be rjmch inproved 

if all countries would find it possible to compile figures for the aggregate 

inward flow, or its constituent parts, with details at the level of the 150 groups 

of the SITC analysed by countries. l1any countries -vrhich do not r_ow include goods 

entered into customs storage warehouse in their figures f::>r inva,rd oving goods 

have either individually or at the meeting of European Sta tif:ticians agreed to do 

so. By a few countries tr"e trade involved was considered too s .all to ,justify 

the effort to arrange for its inclusion. 
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14. Consultations both at the meeting of European Statisticians and in the 

correspondence of the Statistical Office with national statistical offices have 

revealed a ·YJide measure of agreement on the need for the publication by countries 

of conversion factors for units expressed otherwise than in weigh~. Countries 

whose direct transit trade is appreciable expressed themselves as willing to 

record it as t~e Corrmission suggested. 

15. Valuation_. The European Statisticians agreed unanimously that the 

Commission's -recommendations on valuation and the definition of value should be 

adopted. A paper entitled "External Trade: Transaction Value" before the 

Commission (E/CN .3/172), presents a summary of the views of Hember Goverru11ents on 

the Ccrr,mission's recommendation and includes remarks on the relation between the 

transaction value and the definition of value contained in thto l'irussels Convention 

of 1950. 

16. Jmalysis of trade by countries. The expert group recommended that imports 

be analysed by country of "consignment", i.e., the country from which the goods 

were first shipped (by any form of transport) to the reporting country without 

any commercial transaction intervening between that country and the country of 

import. The group recorr.mended similarly that exports be analysed by the last 

country, also called the country of "consignment", to which the goods were shipped 

(by any form of transport) by the exporting country without, as far as was knmm, 

any con&~ercial transaction intervening. 

17. The ~uropean Statisticians felt that for exports, in spite of the differences 

in the working of national definitions, the practice of most European countries 

was in accordance vii th the definition recominended by the expert group. But •nany 

countries report difficulty in analysing their imports by country of consigm·>ent 

because tl:ey currently analyse imports either by country of production or by 

country of r:urchase . 

18. The exr:ert fTr·nup explained the difficulty of applying in practice the 

definition of (~"· tY of r:-urchase or sale, vlhether the country ·1-1as defined as 

"containing tr.e place of business of the foreign seller or buyer" or as his 

"country of residence". 'It has therefore been suggested that countries ·;vhich try 

to determine country of purchase or sale may, in practice, for many shipnents, 
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have to be content with recording country of consigrunent. If this is true, it 

may be that, despite the theoretical difference between them, statistics by 

country of purchase and sale differ in practice rather little from statistics by 

country of consignment except, perhaps, in some well-defined and readily 

identifiable cases such as purchases by the government of A of supplies in B for 

delivery, under an economic aid progranme, to C. In agreeing that for practical 

purposes export statistics by country of sale are an adequate approximation to 

export statistics by country of consignment, the European StatistiQians have 

supported the view just expressed. Country of purchase appears to bear, for 

imports, a relation to country of consignment so similar to the relation, for 

exports, between country of sale and country of consignment that the 

approximation endorsed on the export side by the European Statisticians would 

seem to be valid on the import side also. Because of these considerations the 

Commission may feel that it is worth investigating whether analysis of imports 

by country of purchase, perhaps adjusted for important known differences, is in 

practice an adequate approximation to analysis by country of consignment. An 

annex to this paper discusses the question of deriving, from an analysis of 

imports by countries of consignrr~nt, approximate analysis of imports by country 

of production or purchase. 

19. If it turns out that in practice analysis of imports by country of purchase 

differs little from analysis by country of consignment, it follows that an 

analysis by country of consignment comes about as close as it is practically 

possible to get to that analysis by countries of purchase which is so important 

for balance of payments purposes. Governments now using country of production 

may, therefore, wish to explore the advantages for balance of payments and related 

purposes of analysis by country of consigrMent. 

20. A contradiction is inherent in the practice in special trade countries of 

analysing imports by country of production. If a country, A, ·Hhich analyses its 

imports by country of production, imports from a special trade country, BJ goods 

which were "nationalized" in B) country A will record them as iEports from sorr1e 

third country in which they were produced. Now if A is a special trade country, 

A is being inconsistent. For when B ships nationalized goods, A is unwilling to 

consider them an export of B, yet, when A ships nationalized goods, A calls its 

own shipment an export. 
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21. The wording of the definition of country consignment has given so1T1e 

difficulty and the matter was discussed by the Euro~ean Statisticians. There l~as 

been objection to the word "consignment" because it usually refers to 2v transport 

operation which is not its sense in the definition. Tt has further been 

suggested that the phrase "without any commercial transaction int~?rvening" should 

be deleted from the definition, first because a telegraphic change of ~rders to a 

ship resulting from a new commercial transaction niay, in fact, intervene vlithout 

changing the country of consignment, and, secondly, because the words "co ::1~'rcial 

transaction" require definition. It should, for i:nstance, be r'ade cleur that a 

purely transport operation is not a "commercial transaction" in the sense here 

meant. 

22. National registers are one of the sources of i'',port and export data for ships 

and aircraft (see paragraph 8 above). Analysis by country of second-band vessels 

bought and sold is, in the registers, usually by country of former registry for 

purchases and by country of new registry for sales. In case the country of 

former or of new registry is one of those in which shipowners not resident in 

that country frequently register their vessels, country of ~urchase or sale is 

sometimes substituted. The Commission may feel that these data are sufficiently 

consistent with the concept of country of consignment to make the register an 

adequate basis for including ships and aircraft in trade-by-country statistics. 

23. Conclusion. The foregoing summary has been pre~ared so that by its rLeans, 

as well as by means of the paper entitled ".l!;xternal '1'rade. Transaction Value" 

(E/CN.3/l72) the Commission may be informed about the status of the 

recommendations of its seventh session and may decide what further steps nePr1 to 

be taken. This pa~er has drawn attention to the following matters on vlhich t·te 

Commission may wish to act: 

(a) the view that the following categories should be included in 

merchandise trade statistics: bunkers and stores supplied to foreign 

vessels; fish landed from foreign fishing vessels; fish landed abroad 

from domestic fishing vessels; ships and aircraft bougbt and sDld 

(paragraphs 6-8) 
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(b) the suggestion that the Corrmission recorrmend that goverrments of 

Member States having official agencies in foreign countries co-o:r;erate 

with the statistical authorities in those countries in matters 

concerning external trade statistics (paragraph 10) 

(c) a suggestion that the Commission invite the Secretary-General to 

further the efforts of governments to distinguish exports from re-exports 

in their statistics (paragraph 12) 

(d) investigation of the efficacy of analysis of imports .by countries 

of purcbase as an approximation to analysis of imports by country of 

consignment (:;:uragraph 18) 

(e) revision of the wording of the definition of "country of 

consignment" (r:aragraph 21). 

The paper entitled "oi:xternal Trade: Transaction Value" mentions questions in 

the field of valuation upon which the Commission may also wish to act. 
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THJ:i; i1.NALYSIS OF IMFORTS BY COUNTRY: STATISTICAL CONi::~I:C.ficR 'l'IOJ'IT, 

1. Analysis of imports oy each of the three systems: country c)f con~' 

country of production and country of purchase, has its advantages. In 

,:nt, 

oalance of r:ayments statements it is useful to know' or to OP aole to 

approximate, analysis oy country of purchase. For the necotia tion of l>ila teral 

i c' trade agreements and the study of the flows of trade from their :courcf:c, 

oy country of production is important. Analysis oy countries of com:i is, 

in the view of many statisticians, including the exr:ert Gro11.p, the ~ml,'l one thot 

canoe clearly defined and accurately carried out. 

2. J,nalysis oy country of consignment has the additional uGvantoge tLlt it •,,r1ll 

serve in the case ~f most countries as a basis for eccotin1atin: analy"et> bnth 

countries of production and by countries of purchase. To s8e this, it Lei :m 

necessary to examine the factors in the r:attern of imports l·lhicr~ r:L i. ':=:: -t-

differences oetween the three systems of analys-~~"b imports by coun.try. 11.t:' 

following taole shows the r:atterns according to 'which goods prouuced in c 

can oe imported into another country ),. Countries C and D are understo'Jd t:! tr, 

different from hand from Band from one anot:ter. 

Fat tern 
numoer 

l 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Irwp9rts of 1-. 

Co-untry 
in which frm,, \·7hich 

r;~,untry 

from which-
oroduceo ____ c__co..:cn..c.s_;i F:;ne d ___ f:_,Ul'(.; rased 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

B 
n 

B 
n 
v 

B 
(' 
u 

c: 
D 
,-, 
_I 

3. Usually the largest share of i1rrports will , ·ove accol"'"i to rattPrn l 

tt_e smallest according to r:attern 5. :::n order to ovP jrc ~::;, ttf,rn 4} go:Jch !U..C 

be produced in B and sold b7 a mercl:ant in B aEd :;·et 1::e c:msigneu to fro, a 

T) 

~' 

third country C. Goods imported after :taving originall:[ bc'·":n shipr;Pd "for orderc:" 

:[all into this r:a.ttern. The total value of shipn~;nts acc','Jrd to 

r:attern 4 is in most countries S11'all comr:ared to the value of goods arriving 
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according to patterns 2 and 3. For these countries, goods moving according to 

ratterns 4 and 5 have a relatively minor effect on analysis of imports by country. 

l.t. 'I'he table shOi·Ts that analysis by country of consignment gives exactly the 

sarne results as : 

(i) analysis by country of purchase, except for trade moving 

according to patterns 3, 4, 5; 

( ii) analysis by country of production, except for trade moving 

according t'o patterns 2, 4, s)/ 
Countries whose analysis of imports is based on country of consignment can, 

there:fore,::Jbta::.n good estimates :for imports by country of purchase if they 

correct their basic figures for any major items of trade known to move accord:Lng 

to rattern 3. Similarly, good estimates of trade by country of production can be 

obtained by correcting the basic figures for major items of trade known to move 

according to rattern 2. 

"Jc/ 'I'here is one more relation of this type, viz: 

(iii) analysis by country of purchase is identical with analysis 
by country of production except for trade moving according 
to patterns 2, 3, 5. 

But the exceptions here include trade in two important categories (2 and 3) 
while the exceptions in each of cases (i) and (ii) contain only one 
important category. Estimates based on (i) or (ii) will, theref~, be 
markedly better than estimates based on (iii). The superior quality of 
the estimates based on country of consignment is an additional argument 
for basjne; trade-by-country statistics on the consignment principle. 




